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Great Cat Publications, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. -52 one-sided coloring pages will provide you with hours of stress relieving
relaxation while coloring historically based Ukiyo-e woodprints. -Each coloring page shows a
beautiful geisha interacting with a cat(s) and/or a kitten(s). The coloring pages in this book are
based on Japanese Ukiyo-e woodblock prints from the period (1603-1868). Translated, Ukiyo-e
means a fleeting, transient world based on the Buddhist philosophy of impermanence. Ukiyo-e
works were mostly woodblock prints, and the primary subjects were landscapes, seascapes, geishas
and cats colored with vegetable dyes and then copied for mass consumption. This new art form was
supported by the newly wealthy Japanese merchant class who were expressly interested in pleasure.
Geishas and cats were likened to each other just as women and cats have been equated throughout
the world and history. Cats enigmatic mystical nature of loving yet vicious, peaceful yet aggressive
was also used to describe women. Therefore, cats were the perfect companions of geishas. Some
supernatural representations include demon cats (bakeneko) along with a geisha. These are based
on folktales where geishas and courtesans were able to change into cats. Demon...
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Complete information! Its this kind of good study. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. I found out this pdf from
my dad and i encouraged this ebook to learn.
-- Ca ndida  Deckow III--  Ca ndida  Deckow III

Comprehensive guideline for book lovers. It is really simplified but excitement in the fi y percent in the publication. Your daily life period is going to be
change as soon as you full looking at this book.
-- K a yley Lind-- K a yley Lind
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